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A Science of InfoVis?

If there is something like a science of visualization, with what should it 
be concerned? Loosely defined, a scientific discipline should aim at a 
coherent set of theories, laws, and models that describe a range of 
phenomena, have predictive power, are grounded in observations, 
and that can be falsified. 

                                                                                            [van Wijk, 2006]
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Information Visualization suffers from not being based on a clearly 
defined underlying theory ...There is much unease in the community 
as to the lack of theoretical basis for the many impressive and useful 
tools that are designed, implemented and evaluated by Information 
Visualization researchers.

                                                                               [Purchase et al., 2008]
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Lack of Theory?



information visualization is the use of computer-
supported, interactive visual representations of 

abstract data to amplify cognition
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Are we on the right track?



The Birth and Development of Theories

FRAMEWORK
assumptions, concepts, claims, heuristics

NOT testable

THEORIES
models, explanations, interpretations

testable

DATA
empirical

METHODOLOGY
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Traditional Cognitive Science Framework

Perception
Processor

Cognition
Processor

Motor 
Processor

sensory 
input

motion 
output

Assumptions:
• Cognitive processing is completely inside the brain
• Cognitive processing is internal symbol manipulation
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Implications on the nature of 
representation and interaction in InfoVis

• Representation
• Visualizations are scaffolds for cognition

• memory aid, improve search / abstraction efficiency, make 
information explicit

• All visual information is abstracted as symbols for cognitive 
processing

• Interaction
• Interaction is soliciting information and carrying out cognitive 

decisions
• “Pragmatic actions”
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Distributed Cognition

• Developed primarily by Edwin 
Hutchins and colleagues at 
UCSD

• Part of a larger movement in 
contemporary cognitive 
science
• distributed, situated, 

embodied, enculturated
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Distributed Cognition: Some Observations (1)

• External representations can be coupled directly as an information 
source without requiring the explicit formulation of an internal 
representation of the information provided in them

Rule 1: only one disk can be 
transferred at a time

Rule 2: a disk can only be 
transferred to a pole on which it 
will be the largest

Rule 3: only the largest disk on a 
pole can be transferred to 
another pole. [Zhang and Norman, 1994]
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External Cognition
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What is the nature of interaction?
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Distributed Cognition: Some Observations (2)

• Interaction is more than “pragmatic action”
• Epistemic action: human’s reflective and creative ability to use 

external actions to save internal computational resources

[Kirsh and Maglio, 1994]
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Distributed Cognition: A Framework

• Push the boundary of the unit of cognitive analysis beyond a 
human individual

• Cognition is an emergent property of interaction

• Interaction is more than changing representations to get closer 
to a goal : coordination 
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Implications for InfoVis: Design

The Shaping of Information by Visual Metaphors

“The process of understanding a 
visualization therefore involves 
an interaction between these 
external visual metaphors and 
the user’s internal knowledge 
representations.”

           [Ziemkiewicz and Kosara, 2008]
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“Users may not only need to learn 
how to read a particular visualization 
in order to use it,

but also to incorporate its particular 
metaphors into their own thinking”

Interaction is more than internalizing external 
representations and acting on them
It also involves externalizing mental models 
that helps reducing internal cognitive load
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• Designers’ mental models are not users’

• Designers’ externalizing actions may not be identical to 
users’



Implications for InfoVis: Design

• Could some of the current InfoVis systems inhibit users from 
developing coordination strategies when performing a task?

• Design to support coordination and easy cognitive coupling
• allow users to make easy customizations or appropriations
• allow users to create visualizations by externalizing their 

mental models directly
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Implications for InfoVis: Theories

With DCog as a theoretical framework....
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We can try to develop theories about 
cognition

as an emergent property of interaction



Cognition as a Research Agenda

• What are the nature and mechanisms of coordination and 
cognitive coupling? 

• How do people develop interaction strategies during sense-
making and analytical reasoning?

• How are external representations created and how do they 
evolve? 

• How does interaction with visual structures enable turning 
information into meaningful understanding?
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Where does the data come from?

FRAMEWORK
assumptions, concepts, claims, heuristics

NOT testable

THEORIES
models, explanations, interpretations

testable

DATA
empirical

METHODOLOGY
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Implication for InfoVis: Evaluation

• Traditional evaluation goal: Validation / Comparison

• With an overarching theoretical framework like DCog, we 
can develop theories from empirical data collected during 
evaluation
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Methodology

cognitive anthropology

ethnography
naturalistic, qualitative
observation, interview ...

cognitive psychology

experiments
lab-based, controlled studies

Interpretation
on cognition
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Conclusion

• The Distributed Cognition Framework
• Internal vs. external Representation
• Interaction as coordination between internal and external 

representations
• Cognition as an emergent property of interaction

• Implications on InfoVis Research
• design: support people developing coordinative strategies
• theories: cognition as a research agenda
• evaluation: interpreting empirical data to theorize about 

cognition
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